Welcome to day 5 of Around the World in 5 Days! This whole week we are traveling virtually around the world to 5 different countries across 5 different continents. Today, we are traveling to Colombia in South America. We have some fun weaving crafts, stories, and treats from Colombian culture.

**Video**
- [Colombia Landscape](#)

**Read Aloud Video**

*Waiting for the Biblioburro*
by Monica Brown and John Parra

**Craft Video**

*Paper Plate Weaving Flower*

Credit to Red Ted Art for the tutorial.

**Video**
- [Baila la cumbia - Song for teaching parts of the body in Spanish](#)

**Snack**

*Obleas*

Credit to Gianna Chewy for the tutorial.

**Activity Video**

*La Gallina Zumba | Cumbia Zumba | Zumba Kids*

Credit to FitnessDance for the tutorial.